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Introductions: Travis



Introductions: Annie



Inspiring Clouds



Activity: Cloud observations

What are some words we can use to 
describe clouds?

What colors are clouds?

Think about your favorite place, what kinds 
of clouds are in your landscape? Is it sunny, 
rainy, snowy, windy?

Let's take a moment and sketch some 
clouds. Would you use soft and wispy lines? 
Or large rounded curves?





What are clouds?

Cloud are made up of several variables just like 
ingredients in a baking recipe:
- Dust
- Water Vapor
- Air Temperature
- Elevation

Clouds are water droplets suspended in air



Depending on the ratios of the ingredients we can make different clouds
- Dust
- Water Vapor
- Air Temperature
- Elevation



What type of Cloud are in this artwork?





What is similar and 
different between all 

these clouds?





Which ingredients do you think are important in making these 
clouds?





Just like in baking, we can make substitutions with the ingredients for 
clouds. Here we replace dust with pollution, creating smog





What is similar and 
different between all 

these clouds?



Supplies:
paper towels
spoon
cups 
cheesecloth
hot water
spices and plants to make pigments
scrap paper for practice
paintbrush

Make your own watercolors!

• Measure about a teaspoon of dry spice and put into cup
• Mix spice with hot water
• Filter through cheesecloth

Let's experiment with spices and plants to make your own watercolors!



Ingredients to choose from:
• Cinnamon
• Cocoa powder
• Curry
• Paprika
• Tumeric
• Blueberries
• Spinach
• Charcoal
• Beet juice

Make your own watercolors!

INSTRUCTIONS!
• Everyone will pick one ingredient to create watercolor pigment
• Mix the pigment in small batches
• Please mix enough of your color for everyone in class.

Let's experiment with spices and plants to make your own watercolors!



Supplies:
paper towels
watercolors
2 brushes (pointed and flat)
water cup
small palette
coarse salt
scrap paper for practice

Watercolor techniques

• watercolor wash, two ways
• dry on dry
• blotting
• adding salt

Using your new watercolors, we will practice some watercolor techniques!



Create a cloud mobile
You will each get 3 clouds to create a group hanging sculpture.

You will paint the front and back of each cloud.

Be creative designing your clouds! 

You could:
- Paint clouds using a technique we just learned.
- create texture of a cloud we learned about using patterns, shapes, and lines
- think about color. What time of day is it? What is the weather like?
- paint your favorite landscape!





Create your own landscape
Using a pencil, draw with light pressure simple lines and big shapes to start creating your 
landscape. Working on the big features first, create a foreground, middle ground, and 
background.

After you have drawn your basic outline of your landscape, outline it in black sharpie.

Paint!



Assemble your cloud sculpture!
Using the string, hang your clouds to create a mobile / sculpture



Wrap-up and conclusion


